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DIGITAL ENHANCED LEARNING 4 ALL
A COMMUNITY OF COMMUNITIES
DEL4ALL forms a living HUB of people & communities!
DEL4ALL has the ambition to support the development of a unified strategy at the European Union level, while unleashing the power of digital transformation to offer many opportunities for education and the economy.
Artificial Intelligence, data analytics, AR/VR and blockchain can act as an intermediator between all the stakeholders involved in teaching and learning.
DEL4ALL OBJECTIVES

A COLLABORATIVE AND SUSTAINABLE ECOSYSTEML

1. To stimulate, coordinate and support the creation of a collaborative and sustainable ecosystem, of linked communities, knowledge, tools and services.

2. To support the active participation of all DEL stakeholders, supporting relevant projects and activities across Europe, disseminating their results, while integrating efforts with NGI initiative.
DEL4ALL OBJECTIVES

CREATING A SOLID KNOWLEDGE BASE

2. To gather, analyse and map major scientific insights and technological outputs and solutions produced by EU-funded projects in digital learning and major related initiatives

3. To create a solid basis of knowledge from which to articulate lessons learnt, exploitation opportunities, best practices and success stories
DEL4ALL OBJECTIVES

A STRATEGIC AND FORWARD LOOKING AGENDA

3. To define the **research and innovation strategy** for DEL efforts in Europe

4. To **provide critical guidance and recommendations on priorities and challenges** until 2030, indicating opportunities and challenges brought along by advanced technologies such as blockchains, AI, VR/AR and data analytics
Join our community!